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Dean.Wellington Speaks Out 
The Product. · 
By Alexandria Mabry 
Dean Wellington and I met the other day. 
Prior to this meeting I was very restless in antici-
pation, awaiting the day I was to meet the Former 
Dean of YALE. 
Anyway, in order to convince Maria, the 
Special Assistant to the Dean, to give me an inter-
view, I had to contrive a direction of inquiry. But, 
regardless, after speaking with Sir Wellington I 
found my inquiry shifted ever so slightly to one 
direction and then another, like a pendulum. 
Swinging back and forth between what I should 
and should not say in. reference to the man who 
intends to contribute to the shaping of my future. 
Truth never was an issue anyway, as we all know . 
or will soon find out. 
So, on with the facts: 
Simple Sir Wellington is here to enhance 
the stature of this institution. He has renewed his 
three year contract, and is here to rock until 1999,. 
Yeah sure, Harry is devoted to NYLS. He refers 
to NYLS and himself as we. So, he implied that 
he is a Corporate Entity, or rather a trademark for 
NYLS. That's O.K., though, because as far as I 
am concerned he can represent me anytime. 
The Dean speaks of progress and marketability. 
We are "the product." 
We, the students, must be more "CIVIL," 
says New York Law School President, Dean, and 
Professor of Law Harry H. Wellington. That's 
quite the name Sir Wellington. He admits he's "not 
a KID, anymore." But, he seems to have the aspi-
ration of a kid, I gues~ this is what we want from 
a representative, perhaps. He must seem .. .in or-
der to sell "the product." 
On an average day Dean Wellington is ac-
cessible, primarily, for the purpose of selling the 
product in varying ways. e.g. drawing the "law-
yer-centered" education blueprint, investigating 
· Continued on Page IO 
'FHE SUPREME COURT A YEAR LATER 
By Hansen Alexander 
Part two of a two part series analyzing Professor 
James S. Simon's best selling book The Center 
Holds a year after its release. 
. The Center Holds is supplemented by 
capsulized biographies, providing the reader with 
helpful background that points out the ideologi-
cal. and educational developments of the justices. 
For example, Simon introduces the Court's main 
opponent of the Warren legacy in this manner: 
''Leading the conservative charge in all of the cases 
was Chief Justice Rehnquist, who was appointed 
to the Court by President Richard M. Nixon in 
1971 and quickly earned the reputation as the most 
outspoken con.servative on the Court in more than 
a quarter of a century. As associate justice and 
later as chief justice, he consistently supported 
government regulations of individual liberties and 
rejected civil rights claims of racial minorities." 
Simon notes that Rehnquist, who as a Su-
preme Court clerk to Justice Jackson in 1954 
wrote a memo arguing thatPlessy be upheld, voted 
for positions least favorable _to racial minorities, 
women, the elderly and the disabled in 80 out of 
83 cases. · 
Despite a lot of 9-isclaimers about judicial 
restraint, Nixon, Ford, Reagan and Bush carefully 
searched for nominees who would join the Court 
with a political agenda that would fly ip,the face 
of stare decisis and roll back a quarter.century of 
American jurisprudence and American history. 
Rehnquist becapie the leader of this counterrevo-
lution. 
To the degree that this counter revolu-
tion succeeded, Rehnquist was joined by his 
Stanford classmate, O'Connor. Rehnquist is the 
ideologue who staked out the counterrevolution. 
O'Connor is the conservative version of Brennan, 
the bridgebuilder. 
Both moved to Phoenix, Arizona and 
both joined the Goldwater wing of the Republi-
can party there. In 1964, the year of the 
Goldwater presidential debacle and Ronald 
Reagan's political rise as a Goldwater spokes-
man against the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Rehnquist 
spoke out against a Phoenix public accommoda-
tions ordinance that prohibited racial discrimina-
tion in private testaurants open to the public. 
In 1964, the year when Hillary Rodham 
Clinton was a volunteer in Goldwater's presiden-
tial debacle and Ronald Reagan emerged as a 
Continued on Page 4 
Center for International Law 
Center for International Law Presents 
Lloyd's of London and Russian Securities 
Regualtion Symposia. 
By Karen Berliner 
, 
This past month The NYLS' Center for 
International Law sponsored a series of sympo-
sia on the Law of International Trade and Finance. 
The Center for International Law is directed by 
Starr Professor Sydney M, Cone, who was among 
the panelists at both receptions. Dean Harry H. 
Wellington was also among the speakers pre-
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sented. The events "Implications of the Restruc-
turing of Lloyd's of London" and "Russian Secu-
rities Markets: Regulation and Practice" were co-
'Sponsored by NYLS' Journal of International and 
Comparative Law and assisted by the School's 
International Law Society. Both events were well 
attended by NYLS Alumni and many other mem-
bers of the legal community. Many thanks to those 
of you who helped plan and prepare, specifically 
to Lena Skou-Moynihan who gathered many of 
the attendees. 
The Lloyd's of London Symposium ad-
dressed the changes the giant re-insurance com-
Continued on Page IO 
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Letters to the Editor 
An Italian Feast 
Dear Editor, 
I am Stephen A. Bonfa. I am one of the 
founders of the newly organized Italian American 
Law Student Association. I am writing to you in 
order to thank all the students who participated, 
by eating all the food, in the Nov. 21 Italian Food 
Festival. I feel compelled to write this letter be-
cause of the all the overwhelming positive re-
sponses that I have received from the NYLS com-
munity. 
Incredibly, we were able to serve over 400 
plates of authentic Italian cuisine in the span of 
one and a half hours. lbis event's success is mostly 
due to some very hungry students and professors, 
as well as the generous contributions of the two 
restaurants who catered our event: Ivy's Bistro 
( on Greenwich St) who prepared the Rigatoni ala 
Vodka & Chicken Scarpiello; and Pierino's Res-
taurant (on Reade St.) who prepared the Penne 
with Fresh Basil and Tomato Sauce & Eggplant 
Rollitini. 
I would be negligent not to mention 
Meridith Ziegar, the SBA Treasurer, and her Bud-
w: 
"That the air may at times 
seem filled with verbal 
cocophony is, in this sense, not 
a sign of weakness but a sign 
of strength. " 
-Justice Harlan 
Thanks to all the writers and editors who 
helped to make the fall semester issues of the Re-
porter happen. Without your involvement and 
enthusiasm, the Reporter does not exist. 
I remind students that this is your news-
paper, not mine or any one individual's. It is not 
intended to take on a specific flavor or tone, ex-
cept one of student views and events. The Re-
porter is a conduit through which students dis-
play their writing abilities and express opinions, 
not a forum for sanitized discourse. 
Unlike other NYLS publications, it does 
not offer credit, full and partial scholarships, fuffill 
the writing requirement, receiv~ funding, or re-
quire students members to put in a certain num-
ber of hour;;- The Reporter's members are the stu-
dent body, and the writers and editors volunteer 
time to insure that aJl student views are made 
known. 
If you do not wish to participate in a free 
exchange of ideas, you have no place complain-
ing about what is said. If you feel the tone of the 
Reporter is cynical or unprofessional, then by 
_writing, you can change things. Constructive criti-
cism is always encouraged. All reasonable sub-
missions will be printed; so get involved and have 
a great winter break. 
geting Committee for funding this event as well 
as the School Cafeteria who helped us out by giv-
ing us forks when we ran out of them. Also, I 
would like to thank the Reporter for printing this 
letter. 
I would once again like to 
thank all of the NYLS com-
munity who came and ate us 
out of house and home. 
It is noteworthy that I was pleasantly sur-
prised that, although this event was hosted exclu-
sively by the Italian American Law Student Asso-
ciation, other student organizations and some stu-
dents lent a hand. Particularly, the Asian Ameri-
can Law Student Association and John Sirota, Simi 
Sing and Grace Eagen, who on their own gra-
ciously helped dish out food to the masses of hun-
gry students. Without their unsolicited and invalu-
able help the Food Festival would not have run as 
smoothly as it did. Their aid showed that, in fact, 
there is a NYLS community alive and kicking ( or 
should I say eating) in NYLS. 
The outpouring of positive responses I 
received for this event proves two things: first, 
that to make an event successful, you do not have 
to go off-campus or serve an overwhelming 
amount of alcohol; and second, that more events 
of this kind should be encouraged. Resultantly, the 
Italian American Law Students will continue to 
bring this type of event and others during its long 
and bright future at NYLS. 
Finally, I would once again like to thank 
all of the NYLS community who came and ate us 
out of house and home. For those who missed it, 
well you'll just have to wait until next fall when 
we host the next one. I sincerely hope that the 
Italian Food Festival served as a nice break for 
students before finals. 
Thank you, 
Stephen A. Bonfa 
Italian American Law Students Associa-
tion 
Dear Stephen, 
As a satisfied customer of the festival, I 
second your motion for similar events at NYLS. 
The food was tremendous and the price was right. 
Finally, our student fee starts working for us, in 
an event that educated people about Italian food 
other than pizza and pasta. Hats off to the Italian 
~~ American Law Students Association-starting the 
~r---:=-~~~;- year off with a bang! 
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Gun Control: A Student 
Speaks From Experience 
By Alison Gilgore and Frank Ng 
Nearly 40,000 Americans die from firearms every year. Four 
basic myths regarding gun control make people feel owning a gun is 
positive. 
Myth #1: Guns don' t kill, people do. However, guns are lethal 
weapons. Thousands of people die each year in accidents and spur of 
the moment arguments because guns were available, if guns were not 
available, many of these deaths would not occur. 
Myth #2: Hand guns in the home protect you. According to 
recent research, guns in the home are 43% more likely to be used to kill 
a family member or acquaintance than an intruder. 
Myth #3: Gun control does not work. Gun deaths are much lower 
in countries that restrict handguns. 
Myth #4 Gun control infringes on the Second Amendment. In 
fact, no gun control law has ever been turned down in any court on the 
basis that it violated the Second Amendment (from New Yorkers Against 
Gun Violence). 
Larry Piergrossi, a second year student at New York Law School, 
was shot in the neck after he and his friends left a bar on the Upper East 
Side three years ago. When they left the bar they had a brief altercation 
~ith a group of kids. After the altercation Piergrossi and his friends ran 
tg_their car and were chased by the group. While getting in they noticed 
one of the other group members had a gun pointed toward the car. 
Piergrossi tried to duck, but the bullet struck him below the chin and 
lodged in his neck, where it is today. 
One of his messages is that, people are not safe with guns so 
readily available. "Anything could happen at any time of the day in any 
neighborhood. You can't outrun a bullet. People have no control against 
guns." He has devoted considerable amounts of time to educating people 
about gun control in order to help raise awareness of the problem. He 
does not feel that his situation would have turned out better if he or any 
of his friends had a gun that night. On the contrary, he feels the situation 
could have been even worse, a gunfight would have ensued and he could 
be dead or in jail. 
Since this incident, he has become involved with a group called 
New Yorkers Against Gun Violence, a group designed to bring gun 
violence awareness to the forefront. One of the group's annual projects, 
which Piergrossi helped organize, is a display of a pair of shoes for 
every gun death in each state. They call this a "silent march" and it is 
done in memory of each person who has died as a result of firearms . 
September 30, 199tpn Washingtog.D.C;,the group had it's sec-
ond march. Protesters along with 39,000 pairs of shoes gathered around 
the Capitol Reflecting Pool. The shoes were arranged by state with a 
· sign above each grouping giving the 1993, most recent, statistic for 
fatalities . Parents, friends, and relatives wrote inscriptions or sent pho-
tos that were inserted into the shoes to give the march an even more 
personal effect. This march illustrates that the individuals guns affect 
are real people. "It is dramatic and shows the degree of the problem. 
These people can no longer speak. What would they say if they could?" 
.. .. .. . .. 
. ·New ··York . Law Schoof . 1l'eiJ/lter . 3 
Piergrossi speaks on their behalf because "he was in their situation - only he 
lived." If anyone is interested in starting a Gun Control Society at New York 
Law School or would like more information about New Yorkers Against Gun 
Violence, please drop a message in Larry Piergrossi 's mailbox. 
People Kill People 
Although people kill people with guns, people have been killing people 
with knives, clubs, ice-picks, and the like long before guns were invented. 
Although, gun deaths are lower in those countries without guns, that statistic 
does not indicate that crime is lower. It is likely that criminals run rampant 
and roam free in those countries; that doesn't do much for the quality of life 
in the absence of guns. Assuming argue ndo that deaths are lower, some people 
need killing. 
While it is unfortunate that there are many victims of gun violence, 
anti-gun control advocates believe that if strong gun-control laws are.initi-
ated the only people with guns will be the criminals. With strict gun-control 
laws in place, the law abiding citizens adhering to these laws will be at the 
Continued on Page 8 
Shoes were laid out in Washington to commemorate the memory of victims of 
handgun violence. 
Searching For You~ 
True Calling? 
,· ~\ii,tl· 
Discover Your Buried Treasures 
Write For The NYLS Reporter 
We welcome your opinions and contributions. Make your voice 
known and promote your interests. Simply write articles, editorials, 
letters to the editor, letters to the Ombudsman, comments or suggestions 
on topics of your own choice; or let us come up with the ideas. Your 
opinions and thoughts are important, and deserved to be shared with 
the NYLS community. You may write under your own name, a false 
name or anonymously. No reasonable story refused! Drop off 
contributions at the Reporter office in Room L2, the lower level of the 
"C" Building (across from the TV). Or call (212) 431-2100 Ext. 4202 
for ideas or more information. Any free time you can contribute is 
valuable to the Reporter . 
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By Charles Hymowitz ~ ·· .... - . 
The Ghost and the ~ 
Darkness · . · · 0 
from monster bitch to human, Keaton's nervous, repressed Annie never puts it all 
together. It's a juicy part. She has the most reason to be bitter aild vengeful. After 
all, how many women find their husband in a relationship with the therapist they 
~hare? What's missing is the bigness and boldness which both of Keaton's co-stars 
bring to their roles. 
The scene: a smokeless Hollywood conference room clut-
tered with healthy foods and reams upon tons of marketing research. 
Page after page of research testing possible titles for a terrific, taut 
film about two lions hell bent on wreaking havoc upon a man they 
rightly perceive is looking to kill them because they are interfering 
with his job - building a bridge over an African River during the peak 
of the first wave of European colonization. The research is unread. 
The first genius speaks: "Jaws of the Jungle!" A snicker 
goes up around the table. _ "Don't laugh. It's catchy, the kids will 
think its about a cute gorilla, and we've got the same elements as 
Jaws did: an exotic location; a straight laced protagonist in Val Kilmer 
playing against type; and a soundtrack echoing the same notes used 
in Jaws to signal an attack." 
The second whizkid speaks: "Landsharks!" Hoots of laugh-
ter from around the table. "We've got great animatronics, so that the 
lions actually look as real when they maul a character or three; we'll 
get the yuppies because they'll think it's Dan Akryod when it's really 
Michael Douglas in a break, from his usual up tight jerk part; an 
exciting script written by William Goldman, one of the best screen-
- writers working today, with only the barest of character background 
and exposition necessary to tell a complete story." 
Third brain, with a note of finality: "We'll call it The Lion 
King II - Simba gets ugly." The laughter is loud and long. "Why not? 
This is a fable with mythic overtones; a couple ofcartoonish charac-
ters who don't advance the story s1gnificantly but have a story to 
tell; and, best of all, a happy ending for the romantic and mythically 
impaired. 
The fourth guy is VP of Marketing. His license plate reads 
"OPNNG WEEK" as a sign of honor towards his ability to get films 
to open with the all important blockbusteropening weekend grosses. 
He's been listening and taking it all in. Quietly, be says, "The Lion 
and the Ghost." There is silence as three geniuses sniff the air wait-
ing to feel the collective gestalt build. "The Ghost and the Wind. It 
tells nothing but everything; mystery and yet something concrete. It 
tells them everything they need to know about our film and yet noth-
ing." There is silence as negative ions pass through the air. The first 
whiz is beard muttering from one end of the table. 
"It stinks. Worst title I ever heard for one terrific, beautiful, 
well written, well acted film. It'll never open." The room is even 
more still. 
"I said The Ghost and the Wind. And you're fired. Pack up 
your Jeep." 
. The First Wives' Club 
Opening credits can tell a viewer a great deal about the movie to 
come. Think of the intersecting lines in North By Northwest, or the 
hilarious credits which open City Slickers. Each telegraphs a tone 
and a view. The oversaturated colors in the cartoon credits a few 
minutes into The First Wives' Club contradicts the opening suicide 
scene, and sets the right tone for the broad comedy which follows. 
First Wives' is a revenge fantasy. It is the story of three 
women, all somewhere in their mid-forties, who have been ·igno-
miniously dumped by their husbands in favor of younger, trophy 
wives; and how the women get even. This is one of those films 
which, if you really think about it, doesn't really hold up; yet it raises 
enough serious issues about men, women and relationships to get 
everyone talking afterwards. 
The movie is powered ,by terrific performance by Bette 
Midler and Goldie Hawn. There is a vibrant chemistry between 
Midler as Brenda, the frumpy, lonely yet spunky housewife and Dan 
Hedaya as Morty, the man_ she is still just a little· bit in love with. 
Hedaya, a' man with a permanent hunchback, bang dog; sleazeball 
look, is an actor you'v~, seen hundreds of times yet never noticed. 
Watch him make his tentative moves back to the home where he 
belongs. · 
Diane Keaton: is not as successful. While Hawn's Elise grows 
First Wives' is full of unbilled cameos and sparkling minor roles. Watch 
Rob Reiner as a concerned plastic surgeon working on his best creation, and then 
watch the payoff on his one big scene. It is not just the huge, collagen filled lips that 
are full but how Hawn makes them work. (It's funny how they disappear by the end 
of tlie film. Where did they go?) Phillip Bosco and Maggie Smith bring just the 
right touch of sliminess to otherwise minor parts. 
Underneath all of the humor and fun is a serious issue--men who, for what-
ever reason, are willing to walk away from good women, with whom they have 
built families and lives, for younger women. How many of us guys watching First 
Wives' Club understand the impulse? How many of the women watching the film 
with us guys walk out wondering about their man? And what happens as a result? 
Professor ~imon Speaks Out 
Continued from Page 1 
political star as a Goldwater spokesman against the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 
Rehnquist spoke out against a Phoenix public accommodations ordinance that 
prohibited racial discrimination in private restaurants open to the public. 
Rehnquist earned a reputation 'as a partisan political sdldier in the Nixon 
administration while implementing Nixon's "Southern Strategy." Rehnquist's anti-
civil rights activities caused a political storm during his 1971 Supreme Court 
confirmation hearings and earned the opposition of 26 no votes in the Senate. 
His anti-civil rights activities later brought thirty-three senators to oppose his 
elevation to chief justice. In contrast, on the same day Rehnquist struggled to 
become chief justice, June 17, 1986, another staunch conservative, Antonin Scalia, 
was confirmed 98-0. 
While the Supreme Court's majority is more conservative than the War-
re~ or Burger Court majorities, Rehnquist has not, in Simon's opinion, succeeded 
in effecting a conservative judicial revolution. Sandra Day O'Connor worked as 
a precinct captain in Phoenix during the '64 Goldwater campaign, served as an 
Arizona assistant attorney general, and was named to complete the unfilled term 
of a state senator a year later. In 1972, O'Connor became the first woman major-
ity leader of a state legislature in the nation. O'Connor was respected and well 
liked for her legislative skills. 
Rehnquist · has not, in S_imon 's opinion, 
succeeded in effecting a conservative ju-
dicial revolution. 
O'Connor's reputation as a consensus builder in the Arizona legislature 
impressed the United States Senate. They confirmed her as the first woman ever 
to sit on the Supreme Court by a vote of 99-0. Unlike Rehnquist, who has held 
fast to his perch on the far right, O'Connor has proved to be as much of a consen-
sus builder on the Court as she was in the Arizona legislature. 
Although married, Justice Anthony Kennedy has always exhibited a 
straightlaced, monkish demeanor, similar to his bachelor colleague David Souter. 
Kennedy taught law at McGeorge School of Law in his hometown of Sacra-
mento, California before taking over the legal lobby business of his father. 
After drafting a memorandum for Governor Ronald Reagan on a state 
referendum proposition limiting spending through taxation, Kennedy was ap-
pointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circ{!it. Kennedy interpreted 
federal statutes, civil rights laws, and liberties claims narrowly, while holding 
tough on criminal defenders. Kennedy's nomination to the Supreme Coµrt was 
confirmed by the Senate on February 3, 1988. The vote was 97-0. 
Since barely being confirmed to the Court in 1991, 52-48, Clarence Tho-
mas has kept a purposely low profile, content mostly to mirror the opinions of his 
conservative mentor Scalia. Thomas has retreated womblike to the security of 
the Court's chambers, resembling Elvis Presley in his final days, the comforting 
sounds of air condititioning keeping out the painful memories of his past. 
Justice Scalia, the son of a professor of romance languages, seems con-
tent to operate like a German classics scholar of the 19th century, hunting for his 
legal principles in th_e texts of antiquity, undisturbed by modem developments 
such as sociology, psychology, anthropology, statistics, medical advances, tele-
phones and automobiles. 
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New York Law School Re,orter s 
The Ugly Tnith About Homosexuality 
By Matt Brew 
I 
"Hammer of the Gods, will drive our ships to new 
lands. 
To fight the hordes, and sing and cry. 
Valhalla I am coming" 
-- Robert Plant 
If I was compelled to label myself, I must 
admit that I would be classified a conservative. 
However, I consider myself a true conservative, 
not one of those phony Rush Limbaugh types who 
parade around engaging in Pagan dances of hy-
pocrisy. For your information 'conservative' is not 
synonymous with 'asshole', no matter how much 
the media and the conservative demagogues pranc-
ing around today may try and convince you oth-
erwise. 
Those conservatives are not conservatives 
at all. They are hypocrites. They are filthy, vile, 
loathsome species who have become intellectu-
ally stunted enough to actually believe their own 
propaganda. Give me a moment of your time and 
I shall make you infinitely smarter. 
The best way to expose this hypocrisy is 
to face the arch enemy of the Jesse Helms breed 
of conservative head on. Lets talk about homo-
sexuality. Let's talk about the ugly truth lurking 
behind all the propaganda. 
America despises homosexuals. Lets be 
real here. Animals have better protections under 
this regime; Christ, illegal aliens are afforded more 
protection. Why? Because for the most part, this 
country hates homosexuality. That is the only rea-
son why cµscrimination against them is tolerated. 
Courts should be honest with them. Step up and 
say, "your legal argument makes sense, and deep 
down I know legally your right, but hey, your 
queer, so be happy all we're doing is denying you 
your rights and not setting you on fire. Instead 
they get crap like, "sexual orientation is not a fun-
damental right and so is not afforded the same 
protection" or something like that. Vomit. Hey 
schmuck, sexual preference or orientation may not 
be fundamental, but what happened to "life, lib-
erty, and the pursuit of happiness"? 
Give me a moment of 
your time and I shall 
m.ake you infinitely 
smarter. 
MULTIPLE CHOICE EXAM 
Call me nruve, but isn't de-
ciding who your going to marry 
and spend the rest of your life with 
a fundamental if not quintessential 
part of happiness? Doesn't it fol-
l.ow then that by denying someone 
that choice denies them that hap-
piness that is promised in the Con-
s ti tu ti on? The Supreme Court 
strikes again. I'll tell you what, you 
bring out your balancing scales and 
I' 11 drink Lake Michigan and piss 
all over them. You'd get better jus-
tice, believe me. 
SAVE YOIJR 6AMBLIN6 FOR 
ATLANTIC C/11'! 
<@((J)a6,, 
•· _/.L,,;.~\._ . ! . : . . ( ' . . ' - - - ~ 
The Power Of Experience 
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Hypocritical conservatives 
lead the march against homosexu-
als. I call them hypocrites because 
if they were true conservatives, 
they would lose the double stan-
dard. Newt, Rush, and Mr. 
Robertson want the government to 
stay out of the affairs of business-
which I wholeheartedly agree with, 
yet they feel the need to have gov-
ernment involve itself in the per-
~onal affairs of people. That's a 
double standard. 
A true conservative wants 
as little government and as little 
government involvement as pos-
sible. Period. End of statement. But 
they need to have a say in your life. 
They can't help it. It's all those 
years they've denied themselves the 
pleasure of masturbation. They 
have all that frustration stored up, 
so they feel compelled to ejaculate 
their morality on us. No thanks, all 
right. 
Part of the problem stems 
l 
from religion. I hate religion. The 
Feudal Lords of old lost spiritual 
control of the peasants and van-
ished. The New Lords seek now 
to regain that control through the 
guise of religious morality. What 
ever happened to separation of 
church and state? I'll tell you. The 
Supreme Court is too busy mak-
ing up passages in the Constitution 
that aren't there and they are for-
getting to protect the explicit lan-
guage found in that historic docu-
ment. For example, a woman has a 
Continued on Page 8 
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Don't fail your Bar Exam 
because of your MBE11 
Pass., Guaranteed.* .. - . ' : 
' . . 
With: the: MieroMash1 MBE Review. 
H's the· comprehensive, com.puterized solution, with the official 
- - questions from the most -recently released MBE. 
Worried about your MBE? Concerned that a last-
minute seminar, and three days of prep, may 
not be enough? Not sure if your MBE has the 
"real" questions? 
Its no wonder you're worried. And you're not alone. 
Set your mind at ease with the MicroMash MBE 
Review. It uses over 2,000 questions - including 
the official questions from the most recently released 
MBE. It includes SMH Bar Review 
materials. It also includes a built-in 
personal instructor that pinpoints your 
s·t rengths and weaknesses, 
forces you to O\'ercome your weak 






Its more comprehensive and disciplined than a 
seminar. It provides personalized help and guidance 
• every step of the way. -It drills you, guides you, and 
tells you \Vhen you're -really ready for your MBE. 
All you need is a PC - Windows® or DOS -
or an Apple Macintosh®, and this amazing 
interactive software. 
Use it with one of our state packages, or even 
another provider's state package, 
and we guarantee you'll pass your 
Bar Exam . 
Call to order or for your FREE demo 
disks today: 
. ·1.1; 1-800-BAR-EXAM, 
Ext.6240 
Including 
New York! MicroMaslffflrr 
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Experiences: Aparthied in Northern Ireland 
I 
A CHILLING ACCOUNT 
By Hansen Alexander 
American lawyer Larry Downes and Irish 
journalist Osteen McBride provided a chilling ac-
count of institutionalized discrimination and out-
right assassination against Catholics in Northern 
Ireland during an October 30th discussion in the 
Faculty Dining Room. The discussion, sponsored 
by the Irish Law Students Association, was held 
to learn more about the stalled peace talks regard-
ing Northern Ireland. 
Downes, past president of the Brehon Law 
Society, a New York Irish law organization, 
sketched out an 800- year history of the British 
occupation and of the peace talks which began in 
1994. 
McBride, whose father and brother were 
killed by British troops during indiscriminate 
search and destroy missions, provided a highly 
emotional and personal account of the Catholic 
-'subjugation at the hands of the ruling class North-
ern Ireland Protestants and the British. McBride 
called the 800 year English occupation oflreland 
"the longest war in history." 
McBride's father and 
brother were killed by 
British troops during in-
discriminate search and 
destroy missions. 
Downes and McBride provided an account 
of discrimination against Catholics in employment, 
housing, and education that they compared to 
blacks in the United States; and which could have 
been equally compared to blacks in South Africa 
under apartheid. 
Catholics compose 45% of the population, 
yet Northern Ireland's government and police 
force are totally controlled by the Protestants. Al-
though the government in Northern Ireland be-
came independendent of the Republic of Ireland 
in 1918, Catholics could not vote until 25 years 
ago, according to McBride. McBride said that 
Catholics who serve on mundane civic counsels, 
such as sewage treatment commissions, are fre-
quently assassinated. 
The dominant Protestant political party is 
the Ulster Unionist Party. One-fourth of the seats 
on its executive committee are reserved, accord-
ing to Downes, for the Orange Order, a protes-
tant supremist organization which he compared 
to the Klu Klux Klan. 
The Orange Order leads taunting demon-
strations into Catholic neighborhoods, Down~s 
said, that often lead to violent clashes. The'infe-
rior status of Catholics is further exacerbated by 
30,000 British troops in Northern Ireland. British 
troops routinely conduct house to house searches 
without cause in Catholic neighborhoods, remi-
niscent of the searches they conducted against 
American homes in Boston during the Revolution-
ary War, behavior that inspired the Bill of Rights 
to the United States Constitution. 
In addition to illegal search and seizures, 
British troops have interned and jailed Catholics_ 
without trial for years. Paul Hill, the son-in-law 
of the late New York Senator Robert F. Kennedy, 
is one of the most celebrated such internees. Catho-
lics are routinely held for seven days in jail with-
out any bail or notification, according to McBride. 
British troops have frequently leveled 
whole city blocks in cities like Belfast on the pre-
tense of looking for suspected terrorists. British 
military officials have openly acknowledged for 
years that they view Northern Ireland as target 
practice, a place where British troops can obtain 
valuable experience and promotions. British suc-
cess in the Falklands war was partly attributed to 
the experience its troops had gained in Northern 
Ireland. McBride has covered numerous British 
missions in Northern Ireland where troops fired 
on Catholic civilians and British commanders told 
%1' " ri 
• 
"British 111 ilitary 
officials have openly 
acknowledged for years 
that they view Northern 
Ireland as target 
practice, a place where 
British troops can gain 
valuable experience and 
pronzotions. " 
the Irish · Republican Army, which had played a 
major role in the Irish independence movement in 
1916, had faded away. In 1969, the IRA was re-
born in response to the crushing of the peace move-
ment. 
Numbering probably only 400-700 mem-
bers, Downes said the present IRA has become 
all but impenetrable to the vaunted British intelli-
gence and manages to strike with surgical accu-
racy at British targets in Northern Ireland and 
England . . 
McBride said the clandestine talents of 
the IRA, however, are no match for the British 
propaganda machine, which demonstrates unsur-
passed public relations skill at pointing out IRA 
terrorism while covering up daily British atroci-
ties in Northern Ireland. McBride claimetl that the 
New Yqrk limes sacked reporter Jo Thomas for 
writing a series of tough articles on British Army 
search and destroy missions in Northern Ireland. 
DECEMBER 199.6_. ___ , . 
Downes expressed disappointment that the 
peace process begun in 1994 has stalled for 17 
months but expressed optimism that it has turned 
a comer and will not return to a pre 1994 status. 
Downes praised President Clinton for making Irish 
peace a major foreign policy priority and praised 
Jerry Adams and John Hume, leaders of Catholic 
factions who in the past were atloggerheads. 
The 1994 breakthrough agreement be-
tween Adams, leader of Sinn Fein, and Hume, 
leader of the moderate Catholic group , NDLP, 
was the critical change in the peace ifocess~, 
Downes said, because the Irish govern 
Dublin and British government in London h~ 
ways said ~e inability of Northern Irish Catholl 
to reach a consensus precluded any negotiatio 
Troops fired on Catholic 
citizens and British 
commanders told them "They 
deserve to die.'' 
Adams and Hume, according to Downes, went to 
Irish Prime Min~ster Albert Reynolds in 1994. 
Reynolds, the first Irish Prime Minister in modem 
times to take a serious interest in solving the North-
ern Irish problem, then called British Prime Min-
ister John Major. Irish Prime Ministers since 1918 
had always been reluctant to pressure London over 
Northern Ireland because of economic dependence 
on Great Britain. Historians hold England respon-
sible for essentially starving more than two mil-
lion Irish to death· in the wake of the famine of 
1846-1848 because the English owned the pota-
toes that the Irish subsisted on. 
McBride said bitterly that he is not allowed 
to speak Irish, the national language, in Northern 
Ireland, which he called "absurd." The substitu-
tion of English for Irish was a major part of the 
English subjugation of Ireland. At one time Catho-
lics could not own property or vote in Ireland. 
Catholics could not attend Trinity College, the Irish 
Harvard, until well into the 20th century. 
Until three years ago the news from North-
ern Ireland. was censured in the Republic of Ire-
land for fear of offending the British. The televi-
sion audio was often turned off when Catholic 
leaders like Adams spoke. Subtitles gave an offi-
cial British version of what a Catholic leader said. 
This practice ended, according to McBride, when 
Larry King interviewed Adams on CNN, which is 
received by most European government officials, 
and King observed that Adams was speaking for 
the first time without subtitles. McBride said the 
embarrassment was so severe to the British that 
they ended censorship in Ireland. 
The Clinton Administration has put heavy 
pressure on the Major government to work for 
peacein Ireland. President Clinton had signaled his 
intense interest in· Ireland as soon as he became 
president in 1993 by naming Jean Kennedy Smith, 
sister of President Kennedy, a beloved figure in 
Ireland, to be the United States Ambassador. Un-
like most ambassadors, Smith has ready access to 
Clinton. Clinton not only pressed Major to nego-
tiate an end to the apartheid but elevated the sta-
tus of Sinn Fein by granting Adams a visa and 
meeting with him at the White House. Vice Presi-
dent Gore further stated American resolve recently 
when he suggested that as long as he is in a posi-
tion to influence events, peace in Northern Ire-
land will remain a priority. 
Downes' optimism over an eventual end 
Continued on Page 14 
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mercy of wouid be rapists and robbers; felons will have more confidence to com, 
mit crimes against the citizenry with the knowledge that strict gun-control laws 
take the means of defense out of the hands of the law abiding, therefore making 
them easy prey for any miscreant hunting humans. 
Gun-control advocates view their ultimate goal as a world without guns, 
therefore, even criminals would not have guns available to them. In some Utopia 
that may be happening, but today where guns are available even in prisons, it is 
wishful and misleading to believe that a world to~ly void of guns is possible. 
Assuming arguendo that gun-control advocates get a world free of fire-
arms, criminal~ would be more confident and more apt to prey ori society with the 
knowledge that no one has a gun to trump their sharpened screwdrivers, razors or 
utility knives. What chance would a cornered frail girl have against a hardened ex-
con looking to add another notch to his belt? 
Some people need killing 
Gun-control advocates would have her cry for help and leave her fate to 
bystanders and police. A lot of good that would do a woman alone with a burglar 
breaking through the window of her home after he cut the phone line. A lot of 
good that did Kitty Genovese in Queens. Vigilantism should not be promoted but 
self defense and the right of one not to have ones body violated is a reason that 
anti-gun legislation should fail. The availability of guns serve as a deterrent to 
crime because criminals t~ e into consideration the possibility that their potential 
victims are armed and likely to do them severe injury. 
Gun control advocates would have you believe that a gun would probably 
be taken away from you by a criminal and used against you in the•crime. That is 
always a possibility. But if a criminal is already committing a crime against a per-
son, at least the victim had the option of a defense. Larry states that ifhe had a gun 
during the altercation he might be dead or in jail. In speculation, Larry also might 
not have suffered any injury ifhe were able to shoot back. If guns were legal, and 
Larry was carrying, he would not have to worry about ending up in prison. Also 
based on the circumstances, self defense was an acceptable alternative to running. 
Given a choice, it is likely most people would prefer to have the option of shoot-
ing back in addition to running away and being shot in the back. Because as Larry 
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right to an abortion which is "read from' combining convenient pas-
sages in the document, yet I can't carry any of my assault rifles le-
gally and the language saying I can is explicitly there. Go figure. 
These religious creatures do the same type of per-
verted interpretation when they condemn homosexuality. They claim 
that their justification for abusing homosexuals lies within the bible. 
They must have skipped passages like "let he who has never sinned 
cast the first stone", "before you point out the speck in my eye, pluck 
the boulder from your own" , and my favorite one (and probably the 
passage most ignored by these do gooders, "J_udge not, lest yee be 
judged". You may be right, God may not smile upon homosexuality. 
But, you're assuming that (a) there is a god, (b) I give a shit what god 
says, (c) that ~omewhere along the lines your religious views have 
overborne the separation of church and state idea. 
They haven't asshole. Keep your religion in your bedroom. I 
find it obscene and I sincerely believe it subscribes to prurient inter-
ests. Besides, if homosexuality is a sin, and all the gays are going to 
hell, don' t you think that is their concern? If God chooses to exclude 
homosexuals from heaven, that's his business. I however, don't live 
in heaven. I live hear and here is a place purported to be an environ-
ment where people are free to pursue life, liberty, and happiness. 
Besides, if God hated them so much, why the hell did he.make them? 
They are filthy, vile, loathsome spe-
cies who have become intellectually 
stunted en·ough to actually believe 
their own propaganda. 
We find. another bastion of this hypocritical philosophy breed-
ing within our government. For instance, lets do a brief review of the 
AIDS outbreak. For years it was a "gay disease" and no one gave a 
shit. Then one day it crept up and bit America right on the ass. Cool. 
Did many people give a hoot when all those gays were dying in the 
early 80's? Did the Government? Christ, no way Reagan gave afuck. 
He denied the problem until the shit hit the fan. One day we woke up 
and little babies and women-----and holy shit, straight men were get-
ting it. Then things got serious. One funny thing did come out of it 
though. Think about this. One of the wanna be conservative outcries 
against abortion is that "one of those babies could have found the 
cure for cancer; now we'll never know". Well, think about this Mr. 
Reagan, (if you can still think), wouldn't it be a pisser if one of those 
homosexuals that died in the early 80's because of your refusal to 
take action to prevent the spread of the disease was going to be the 
dude that cured Alzheimer's? I'd piss myself. Just like you'd do! 
Now, I'm not knocking Reagan. I liked him. In hindsight, 
some of his economic policies were failures; however, he did come 
along at a time when this country needed him and he did do a lot of 
good for this country. But that was an atrocious way to treat the very 
people who elected you to lead them. He had an obligation all the 
citizens of this country, not just the chosen few. Part of governments 
job is to protect the minority opinion. He didn't do a good job that 
time.· 
They have all that frustration stored up, so 
they feel compelled to ejaculate their moral-
ity on us. 
I'm not here to wave the homosexual banner. And I'm not 
saying that you should change your mind about what you think about 
homosexuality. I honestly don' t give a shit what you ~nk. And I 
· mean that with all my heart. If you think homosexuality is perverted 
and gross and blah, blah blah, that's fine. Good for you. You get a big 
smiley. All I'm saying is that it shouldn' t matter what you, me, Jesse 
Helms, or Jimmy Page thinks about the morality of homosexuality. 
These people are human beings, more importantly TAX PAYING 
· human beings who should not be denied any of the rights that are 
enjoyed by everyone else because of societies prejudices. That is not 
democracy, that's tyranny of the majority and it seemsDe'Tocqueville 
(God) turned out to be a better prophet then Nostradamus. 
So next time you see those "conservatives" roaming about 
like hunchbacked angels of Satan, understand that this is not what 
true conservatism is about. True conservatives would understand that 
Government has no business meddling in the personal affairs of people. 
Besides, if this country is going to discriminate, it should discrimi-
nate against the liberals. They at least deserve it. Keep your hands of 
my money dammit! 
Breakfast With the Center for New York City Law 
By David Drossman 
Waking up at 7:30 a.m. on a Friday morn-
ing is not normally my idea of having a good time, 
but one chilly morning opened my eyes to one of 
the interesting things that happen as I normally 
sleep. I still didn't enjoy the alarm ringing before 
8:00 a.m.(not that I enjoy it ringing after 8:00 
a.m.), but the quietness and serenity oflower Man-
hattan can be very soothing. I managed to get up 
(with the help of a winch and Ford Bronco) and 
arrived at my destination right on time: 8:15 a.m. 
The Center for New York City Law, headed by 
Professor Ross Sandler, was holding one of its six 
Friday Morning Law Breakfasts. 
I stepped off the "C" building elevator and 
my peace and serenity were interrupted with the 
rumble of 120 enthusiastic men and women, 
roughly a quarter of which were NYLS students, 
festively chatting about New York City issues and 
chowing down on the fine assortment of food. The 
food included pre-cut bagels, orange slices and 
croissants; there was no expense spared, as with 
most events involving mostly NYLS visitors. The 
folding chairs even had cushions! I headed for the 
coffee station, and a young lady named Dess ex-
plained the selection to me. Although the coffee 
and tea was self-service, she seemed to be doing a 
good job of supervising so I asked if I could take 
her picture for the newspaper. She was very shy, 
but eventually she gave in. [picture, bottom right]. 
Ma11y NYLS students are involved in the 
Center for NYC Law, and they were working hard 
to organize and gather everyone for the featured 
speaker, Richard Cotton. Janeen Constantino [pic-
ture, center top], Lara Meinke [top left], Meg 
Reuter and Adam Lancer [top right] were among 
the helpful staff who made sure everything ran 
smoothly. (Similar to Partick Swayze's job as the 
"Cooler" in 'Roadhouse'). There were three tele-
vision cameras for 'Crosswalks,' a public access 
feature run by the City which broadcasts events 
,involving governmental issues. 
Professor Sandler introduced me to Cot-
ton shortly before he spoke, and he greeted me 
with a hearty handshake: At 8:25 a.m. on a Fri-
day, the best I could come up with was a humor-
ous warning about misquoting him and getting bad 
press, but Cotton was not amused. Humor was 
obviously not his specialty, but humor doesn't get 
you the job of GeneraJ Counsel for NBC. · 
At 8:30 a.m. Ross Sandler, the Center's 
Director, took the podium to greet the audience. 
He enthusiastically spoke of upcoming Law 
Breakfasts, and was visibly proud of the 
Center's accomplishments. Sandler in-
troduced the topic to be 
discussed(health care) and set the stage 
for Cotton, whose impressive resume 
includes degrees from Harvard and 
Yale, a clerkship_ for Justice Brennan, a 
stint as partner at a major law firm and 
numerous other credentials. Cotton is 
currently General Counsel for NBC and 
Chair of the Primary Care Development 
Corporation. 
When Cotton took the podium ~fl';.' 
he thanked Sandler for putting a posi-
tive spin on what most people criticize; 
not being able to hold a job. With the ice broken, 
Cotton got right to the heart of the lecture. "You 
look at health care in New York City, at overuse 
of emergency rooms and specialists. There is not 
great quality health care and it's not as great as it 
should be." He pointed to the continued unnec-
essary use of specialists as a cause of the low 
quality and high cost of health care. The goal is 
to build health care facilities in under served ar-
eas of the City, but the 
problem is the access 
to capital. Doctors 
don't want to work in 
certain areas, so 
people elsewhere pay 
more for their health 
care. City government 
can only provide $5-8 
million for larger fa-
cilities and $1-5 mil-
. lion for smaller ones, 
which well short of 
what is needed. The 
way to more efficient 
health care is the pri-
mary care infrastruc-
ture. The audience had 
cold, intense looks on 
their faces [picture, lower left], but no one looked 
bored or tired throughout the entire speech. 
Cotton continued by pointing to the many 
private nonprofit organizations who raise funds 
for the repair of crumbling facilities and construc-
tion of new ones. The City must come up with 
the money up front by putting their credit behind 
DECEMBER 1996 
bonds, which slows down money for research 
and development and construction grants. How-
ever, "They(private organizations) don't have to 
deal with the regulatory red tape that govern-
ment officials have to." Unfortunately, problems 
arise because politicians have a problem with giv-
ing up authority, Cotton said, "It's the single hard-
est thing for a public official to do." Cotton was 
deliberate but interesting in his delivery, as he 
put the pieces of the health care puzzle together 
in the minds of the audience. It was definetly 
worth a Friday morning, and I advise students 
interested in New York City law and local issues 
to attend future breakfasts. 
The Center for New York City Law has 
future lectures scheduled on December 
13(Gretchen Dykstra-President, Times Square 
Business Improvement District), February 
28(Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.- Professor, Pace Law 
School), March 21(Hon. Rudy Washington-
Deputy Mayor for Community Development & 
Business Services) and April 18(Hon. Alan G. 
Hevesi- New York City Comptroller). All break-
fasts take place on Fridays, starting at 8: 15 a.m. 
and ending at 9:30 a.m. They are held in the Fac-
ulty Dining Room, and reservations are optional 
but appreciated at (212)431-2115. 
The food selection included assorted sliced 
fruits and danishes. Said one admirer, "I 
love to eat and I don't care who knows it!" 
The Law Breakfasts are excellent 
opportunities to network and meet new people. 
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pany would be making to ensure its security and 
solvency. In the past Lloyd's of London had pre-
served an unblemished claims payment record. 
But starting in the late 1970's, the giant re-in-
surer fell into difficulties. These problems were 
due to the risky nature of the insurance business. 
The difficulties were compounded by natural and 
industrial disasters which included the Exxon 
Valdez oil spillage, the Piper Alpha explosion, 
the San Francisco Earthquake, and hurricane 
damage sustained between 1987 to 1992. In ad-
dition, claims resulting from asbestos toxins were 
flooding the company. Further, during this time 
frame, the company had not diversified it's losses. 
Individual investors no longer had to meet stan-
dards as stringent as those in the past. As a re-
sult, liabilities were being passed around in a 
spiraling motion with the end result of having 
nowhere to settle. 
Enter Nicholas E.T. Prettejohn, who 
came on board as Lloyd's Head of Strategy in 
1995, and. was kind enough to appear and ex-
plain the changes undertaken by Lloyd's of Lon-
don to renew and reconstruct the company's capi-
tal structure. Other speakers included Edward J. 
Muhl of New York State Insurance, Sean F. 
Mooney of the Insurance Information Institute, 
and Christian M. Milton of the American Inter-
national Group, Inc. First and foremost, the com-
pany wanted to settle outstanding claims, resolve 
litigation, and repay investors. 
In addition to finding the capital required 
to make good on its policies, the company needed 
to stay afloat and wanted to spring·back to its 
position as a mammoth in the re-insurance in-
dustry. To do so, Lloyd's of London sold its as-
sets to secure cash. Agents, auditors; and bro-
kers contributed millions of pounds in funds, and 
resolutions were passed requiring contributions 
from premiums usually paid back to the original 
investors. Lloyd's also began accepting corpo-
rate investors and again implemented higher stan-
dards in accepting such investors. Most signifi-
cantly, Lloyd's is building a corporate structure 
that will diversify it losses and channel them into · 
different directions, spreading them out and lim-
iting liability. 
The Russian Securities Mark~ts sympo-
sium also addressed the complicated task of im-
posing order in a financial chaos. The Russian 
Government is attempting to put forth legisla-
tion needed to regulate a financial structure akin 
to that in the U.S. Galina Shilina of Price, 
Waterhouse in Moscow ahd Thomas°D. Sanford 
of The Bank of N~w York explained the recent 
development of the securities markets in Russia 
and the outside demand for sales of such securi-
~es. Russia is struggling to create boundaries and 
a framework for its economy that depend on le-
gal aspects of constructing such formations. The 
proper harnessing and design of the monetary 
resources and productive power available in 
Russia could lead to many corporate advantages 
for Russian companies. Commercial objectives 
of heightened commitment and profile and fman-
cial objectives of access to deep capital markets 
A lack of Dean Wellington: 
professionalism and civility plagues 
NYLS progress," said Wellington. For what it is NYLS . worth, "We lack civility, much too little civility 
DEAN, Continued from Page 1 
the occasional Bomb threat w/ the help of the NYC 
Police/Bomb Squad, and just plain taking care of 
business. 
All along Harry kept nudging me to include 
professionalism in the article. O.K., "what of it?" I 
say to myself. He proceeds, "there is no sense of 
professionalism on the part of the student popula-
tion." It is important, he says, "that the students · 
begin to conduct themselves as professionals." This 
is how we will further improve the reputation of 
NYLS, and thereby make "the product" more mar-
ketable. 
So, "Professionalism," I say. Don't take that 
word too literally, because the definition changes 
with time. The word is just so ... effaceable. 
Version 1 (Webster's Dictionary)-Professionalism 
1: the conduct, aims, or qualities that characterize 
or mark a profession or a professional person 2: 
the following of a professfon for gain or livelihood .. 
Version 2 (Wellington)-'The Professional: ( 1) builds 
a reputation which begins now, 
(2) takes pride in her work, (3) works diligently, 
(4) is civil, (5) is genuine, (6) distinguishes oneself, 
and (7) accepts responsibility for the consequences 
effecting the future of the product, oneself. 
Bottom Line: Fear not, for fear is only truth, is 
merely a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
"It is everybody's responsibility to make 
and better share valuations are only part of the 
method employed in making the Russian securities 
markets viable and functionally enduring. 
Other advantages to establishing stability in 
the erection of securities regulation are broader 
shareholder bases and the facilitation of strategic 
investment practices. In addition, there would be ad-
ministrative simplification of sharehoider records and 
repackaging of company stock. 
· On the other side, there are investor advan-
tages as well. Investors may choose from over 1,600 . 
Depositary Receipts from over 60 countries that are 
issued by a Depositary pursuant to such an agree-
ment. Depositaries represent home-market securi-
ties that can be freely traded in Europe and the U.S. 
The Russian Depositary Receipts are quoted in U.S. 
dollars and dividends and interests are also paid in 
U.S. Dollars. They clear and settle according to U.S. 
standards but address local risk factors. This system 
is convenient in that it may be tax efficient and en-
hance liquidity. 
Students are welcome to attend such events. 
Look for flyers or to The Counselor for upcoming 
events. A more comprehensive view of these events 
wili be published in NYLS' Journal of International 
and Comparative Law. 
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on the part of everybody around here. I hate it." 
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By Rachel Marshall · donna sings on this cd does not mean that it is 
NYLS is being taken over by a hostile en-
vironment towards minority students. There is a 
cultural intolerance that is continualy being fed by 
the School's passive behavior towards those mem-
bers of the community that are ruled by their ig-
norance. 
The Reporter has the responsibility of rais-
ing the level of social consciousness and encour-
aging meaningful and stimulating debate. Instead 
of promoting cultural diversity, the Reporter has 
most recently published offensive, degrading and 
insulting ethnic generalizations. 
A couple of weeks ago, I found a flyer 
posted outside of career services advertising the 
"Students of Color" reception for federal 
clerkships. Someone had defaced the flyer with 
the question" is white a color?" Although white· 
is a color, in reference to the flyer "Students of 
Color," means members of a minority ethnic group. 
While, most individuals at ~YLS do not approve 
of this type of behavior, they must make it clear 
that ignorance is not acceptable. 
Additionally, NYLS's SBA has added fuel 
to the fire by spending half of the year trying to 
deliberately disqualify student organizations with 
theµ- new constitution. SBA's executive board has 
joiried the trend of targeting minority organiza-
tions to force them to change their policies. These 
minority organizations operate under the policies 
of their national charters, that have been devel-
oped for a specific purpose. 
SBA should focus on improving the qual-
ity of life at NYLS, instead of concentrating on 
useless issues. They have sought to exclude groups 
of people that don't agree with their line of think-
ing. SBA does not address issues such as: how 
can the school be recognized in the law commu-
nity? How is th,e tuition being spent? How can 
more student be employed? How can students have 
access to the new computers and printers? How 
can students have access to the laser printer for 
Lexis and Westlaw? These issues would ensure 
that every member of the NYLS community was 
successful in their future endeavors. 
Furthermore, NYLS has contributed to the 
problem by not promoting diversity among the 
incoming students. As a result, there are only three 
African-American male students in the first year 
day division and many African-American appli-
cants were wait listed and did not receive proper 
notification of acceptance. Every year the number 
of minority students at NYLS is decreasing. 
. . Finally, BLSA and LLASA have assisted 
NYLS in the recruitment of minority students. 
Thus, if these organizations became extict at the 
NYLS, the appeal of diversity will also cease. 
NYLS has not publicly taken an active role in pro-
moting a tolerable environment. The school and 
others are challenged to take an active position on 
these issues or remain passive which, is just as bad 
as promoting it. 
[Editor's Note- For those of you unfamiliar with 
the SBA-BLSA controversy, it surrounds a por-
tion of the BLSA charter which prohibits non~Af-
rican-A~ericans from holding executive board 
positions. The new SBA constitutio·n recently 
passed by a majority vote of students prohibits 
such restrictions. Other BLSA chapters around the . 
country have been challenged on this issue with 
mixed results. Being one of the most heavily 
funded organizations for many years, BLSA 's 
funding is challenged by the SBA as a violation 
of their new constitution.] 
Welcome back to my monthly music re- flawless. I do not think that you can really appre-
view. This month, I have decided to give myself ciate this cd unless you have already seen the 
an early Christmas present and devote the entire movie. Also, Madonna should have sang more 
column to Madonna. First, I will review the Evita solos. She plays Eva Peron, the whole movie is 
soundtrack, which is a double CD set, and then I based on her life, so why only eight songs? Do 
will do the Madonna update. So if you are not a you really think people are buying this cd to hear 
Madonna fan, stop reading now and finish your Antonio Banderas sing? I never heard the 
outlines. But if you are either a fan of Madonna soundtrack from the Broadway play Evita, but I 
or a friend of mine, keep am almost positive that this version is better. My 
reading. advice? St~p studying 
di' Evit for finals and run 
soundtrack is, of course 
phenomenal.. There ar, 
down to your nearest 
Record Explosion and 
It would make a great holiday two cd's and they pretty much chronicle the movie pick this one up. 
from beginning to end. Unfortunately, Evita does gift. 
not only feature songs sung by Madonna. Some Now, the Madonna update. This month 
other actors in the movie sing songs, namely An- Madonna news was pretty scarce. The only ex-
tonio Banderas, who should definitely stick to act- c~ting thing that happened was the release of the 
ing. On the first cd, Madonna only has two solos soundtrack, which debuted at #6 on the Billboard 
and a few duets. On the second cd, Madonna has charts. My next column should have more Ma-
six solos and a few duets. I am partial to the sec- donna news because the movie should be out by 
ond cd, and I know this will sound biased but I then. 
do think that the Madonna songs are the bes~ ones. So, on a scale of 1-10, I give Evita an 11 
Her voice sounds fantastic: If these were the first 1/2, and the half a point is for the excellent book-
songs that you have ever heard from Madonna, let inside the cd which has beautiful Madonna pie-
you would never think this is the same woman tures in it. Next month, I will be reviewing the 
who sings "Material Girl." Madonna has clearly n:w. cd by another musical genius, Prince. · His 
outdone herself this time around. She shines the tnple cd Emancipation just came out in stores. 
most on the best song on the 'soundtrack, "Don't So until next month, good luck on finals, happy 
Cry For Me Argentina." But simply because Ma- holidays and have a great break. 
-NYLS v. NYU 
J.R. and S.L. ©1996 
(N.Y. 1996)© 
We're New York Law, not NYU, 
though people may think it's true. 
We love it here, it makes us sad, 
our reputation is so bad. . 
But who the hell cares about a reputation others 
made. 
We had the Yankee Ticker Tape Parade. 
NYU, you think you' re nifty, 
because your LSAT's are all top 150. 
Your scores are higher, that may be so. 
You can't get laid, that's all I know. 
Our professors are better, they know where they 
stand. 
Your Profs are rejects from Ivy League Land. 
It's O.K.. You'll get a job. · 
Your Dad's·a lawyer, or in the mob. 
Ambulance chasing is your calling. 
All your friends are slip and falling. 
Pro bono is not a dirty word. 
You should try it; selfish nerd. 
Have fun working 18 hours a day, 
while we vacation on the beach of Del-Ray. 
We party a lot, you are all geeks . . 
We have school only 4 days a week. 
We' re in Tribeca, you' re in Greenwich.. 
Our classes are fun, yours' are a bitch. 
We have personality; fun is all we need. 
Your social lives are lacking and all you do is read. 
So, the distinction is made, New York Law rules. 
It's now official, you all are fools . 
In the end, we think it's funny. 
U.S News says we'll make more money. 
. . 
DECEMBER 1996 
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A Partial Wish List for Christmas-New Years ·atN.Y.L.S. 
By James H. Fitzgerald 
First Year Evening Student 
An A,T,M, Machine 
The nearest bank machines are several 
blocks away and are along relatively deserted paths 
at night. A. T.M. machines can now be purchased 
outright by non-banking institutions. A student 
group could purchase or lease a machine for a few 
hundred dollars per month which could pay for 
itself with a fee for each withdrawal. It might even 
be profitable. This could also be provided by 
Sodexho through the cafeteria. 
Enough coat hooks in the lecture rooms 
Most lecture rooms have far fewer coat 
hooks along the wall then there are seats. In room 
A900, for example, there are only about 30 hooks 
for 120 seats. Yet there is more than enough wall 
space on both sides of the lecture hall to install a 
quantity equal to the seating capacity of the room. 
Most, if not all of the lecture rooms have an insuf-
ficient number of coat hooks. While it might be a 
minor quality oflife issue, some rooms have very 
little space between seats. It should not cost the 
law school very much to deliver on this need. 
Respectful Professors 
During this first semester, I have witnessed 
one professor speak to several students with near 
contempt and disrespect. Earlier this semester, I 
was told by a lL evening student that her profes-
sor called her an "idiot" for asking a question. This 
is unacceptable behavior. Have these professors 
actually forgottenwho actually pays their salaries? 
Perhaps these individuals need to put themselves 
to the following test: Would you like it if your 
wife, mother or daughter was spoken to in this 
B'·E.EFS1: 
Computer Rooms at N. Y.L.S .. 
Anonymous Disgruntled Student 
We are living in a period of time where there are many techno-
logical advances. With faxes, computers and on-line services the world 
is becoming a global village. Things are becoming obsolete daily, and you do not 
know what to replace first. People think that in order to bring technological 
advances to a person you update the on-line services and bring in new programs 
as they become available. The trade off for this, is not updating the computers 
themselves, printers and keyboards. 
Many academic institutions do this, including our very own New York 
Law School. Many students here, can not afford computers which are a neces-
sity in school. They don't use the new updated programs, but use basic word 
processing programs to get their papers done for class. However, since the school 
is spending money for "new and improved" programs, and not updating the ba-
sics, students are suffering. Many printers in school do not work, if they do there 
is no paper to print things out on. The keyboards are very sticky, which makes it 
hard to type out papers if you wanted to. Also, many of the new programs are 
geared to work on newer computers. Since most of the computers here at N.Y.L.S. 
are outmoded, even though we have these new programs, they won't work on 
the present systems. 
Since the schooi is spending money for 
"new and improved" programs, and not 
updating the basics, students are suffering. 
Many students can not afford computers, and rely on the computers at 
school to get their work done. Since many of the basic computer functions that 
they need to do their: work for school are either broken, or just simply not there, 
and it makes it harder for them to complete their workload. Law School is hard 
enough as it is, why should students have additional worries. They end up going 
to Kinko's or a store of the like, to get their work done which is expensive, and 
we as law students are in debt already because of tuition, we do not need any 
more financ~~ hardships. 
Just a note to the administration. Next time you want to update the com-
puter lab, first check if he basics are O.K., before you update programs. What's 
the point on having the edge on technology, if you don't have the basics to run 
the technologies with. Students do not care about the updated modes of commu-
nication, if they have a paper to do and can not do it because the key board 
sticks, or there is no paper in the printer. They have to find alternative ways 
which are time and financially consuming. This create more stress on the stu-
dent. Law School is hard enough, why make it more stressful? 
DECEMBER 1996 
manner? Would you tolerate being spoken to in 
this manner? I hope the professor I am referring 
to, as well as any other academic bullies that are 
out there give this issue some thought. I also know 
that most professors do not fall into this category. 
Respectful Students 
Like in any microcosm, we have many dif-
ferent types of people here at the law school. How-
ever, it seems that~ students ( emphasis added) 
might be a little insensitive to others because of 
issues that have nothing to do with being in law 
school. Not everyone is going to graduate at the 
top of their class. But those who think they may 
should set an example by showing grace and re-
spect to all of their other fellow students regard-
less of where th'ey will rank. Those students that 
may not be grasping the law as well as others 
should not begrude or resent those who students 
who are. It works both ways. We all have much 
more in common than we do not. Resist the ad-
mittedly natural tendency to be in a "clique." Re-
sist gossip. Don't shun or judge other students 
that you think do not know as much as you do, or 
appear to know more than you do. You just never 
know "who" is going to be "who" someday. Don't 
burn a bridge before you even get to the chance 
to know it is truly made of. Let's try to be at least 
a little nice to each other. Our studies are obvi- . 
ously stressful enough. 
Happy Holidays and New Year. 
What's Wrong With This Picture? 
By Vladimir Vizner 
SolarD@aol.com 
Parking Scam 
It's about time people start complain-
ing. The parking regulations around the city are 
shameful. Think about it folks. Why are we 
paying for space at parking meters? The streets 
are paid for with our tax dollars. 
That money comes from taxes every 
motorist pays for gasoline, parts and even the 
cars themselves. In a free society, such as our 
very own, the idea of paying for additional taxes 
in the form of parking fees is ridiculous. 
This is an unfair tax on the middle class. 
In our city the poor do not drive, they use mass 
transit. The rich also do not drive, they have 
people to chauffeur them around. The only 
people left are the middle class who get stuck 
paying taxes on what they already paid for. 
To top this all off, the city has decided 
to go after motorists in an all out ticket blitz. 
This secondary feature of taxation is being used 
to skillfully avoid the appearance of the gov-
ernments trying to raise taxes yet again. This 
outrage had began to fuel much resentment 
among the citizenry. In fact, there is a man in 
Brooklyn, at this very moment, forming a po-
litical party with this theme in mind. Politicians 
beware. 
•· !' • ! r • • ♦ ~ '' ''. '\' 
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-Terror1sm-Af 1ts-worsf _ .. ..----~ -
By Albert J. Marvelli 
Terrorism is the unlawful use of force or 
threat of violence against persons or property to 
further political or social objectives. It is usually 
intended to intimidate .or coerce a government , 
individuals or groups, or to modify their behavior 
or politics: 
Vice-President's Task Force on Terrorism, 1986 
The New York Law School recently ex-
perienced a terrorist event. While N.Y.L.S. was 
fortunate to avoid tragedy, the omnipresent threat 
of terrorism remains. Each of us can mitigate the 
danger posed by this threat by integrating secu-
rity principles into daily life. 
Terror is the Latin word for frighten. Ev-
ery society in the history of the world .has experi-
enced terror. The Founding Fathers used terrorist 
tactics against the British during the American 
revolution. Terrorist actions may be politically mo-
tivated or may simply be misguided attempts by 
frustrated individuals to.communicate. Regardless, 
the students, faculty and staff must be prepared to 
deal with this threat in a manner that is not overly 
disruptive to everyday life. 
Terrorism is the poor man's weapon. It is 
cheap; easy and simple. The terrorist seeks to cre-
ate fear and uncertainty. They will use threats and 
intimidation to achieve these broad goals. Some 
terrorists also seek to achieve certain defined goals 
such as closing a saw mill or fishery. 
Terrorist organizations will often target 
sections of society who have special influence as 
targets. These organizations realize that the best 
way to influence a given society is to effect its 
decision makers. Lawyers and law students are 
people who can and do make such decisions. 
Terroris111 is the poor 
,nan's weapon. It is 
cheap, easy and si11zple. 
Furthermore certain groups will attract ter-
rorists who have grudges. They may feel that the 
target group has harmed them or the group with 
which the terrorists belong. Again, lawyers are 
potential targets. Even Shakespeare wanted to kill 
all the lawyers. Security forces stand ready to 
counter the terrorist threat through the employ-
ment of physical, operational, and personal secu-
rity tactics and techniques. · 
Physical security is the most tangible form 
of security preparedness. It is the province of the 
N.Y.L.S. security department. The school's com-
prehensive physical security plan is designed to 
secure the facility as well maintain a safe and se-
cure learning environment. Every person autho-
rized access to the school should carry an I.D. 
card and be ready to display it upon demand. Se-
curity personnel guard access points and roam the 
facility to maintain security and safety. Further-
more every classroom has a phone to contact se-
curity directly; dial 2123. 
Operational security is the protection of in-
formation. There are many uses for information 
and attorneys who have access to sensitive client 
information should be mindful ofthepotential uses 
of the information they possess. Safeguard all com-
puter system passwords and do not leave com-
puter media unprotected. Law firms should dis-
pose all refuse through shredding or burning; dis-
closing client information may be a source of!~-
ability to the firm. 
Fighting For·:O'ut' Rights 
Personal security is the area where each one 
of us has the most control. There are four prin-
ciples: stay alert, stay unpredictable, stay low key, 
and stay informed. These four principles translate 
into simple everyday actions that will help to de-
ter crime as well as terrorism. Use different routes 
for travel at different times. Avoid patterns and 
routines. Don't park in the same spot. Avoid 
crowds. Lawyers should try not to identify them-
selves on the street by speaking in jargon. Read 
newspapers to stay informed of political, economic 
and social trends. 
Staff Reports ,,.,'h ,.,_ 7 • / La. G ·Id 
.1.., e 1Yationa . wyers ui 
In the middle of the semester I was 
walking to school, and in front of City Hall 
there was a inass of people marching and 
protesting in a demonstration against police 
brutality. 
. This demonstration occurred as a re-
sult of the disposition of a recent case of 
alleged police brutality where the police of-
ficer was aquitted in New York City Crimi-
nal Court. They did not think the verdict was 
correct, and were scared that this verdict 
would increase police brutality against ci-
vilians. This group of people had a right to 
. demonstrate, and the First Amendment pro-
tects that right. 
Marching along side . with them was a 
friend of mine, wearing this yellow band. I 
went over to .him and asked what he was 
doing at this march. He replied that he works 
for the National Lawyers Guild, and he is 
there to make sure that peoples' rights are 
protected, and the police should not harass 
them. If the police harass them or violate 
their right to demonstrate, he would write 
the name of that person down and bring it 
to the Guild. The Guild, in turn would check 
out the incident, and if this person's rights 
were violated, they would make sure that 
• I 
justice is served. I thought that was cool of 
. him, and wanting to go into Public Interest 
Law, I decided to find out more about "this" 
National Lawyers Guild. 
The National Lawyers Guild was founded 
in 1936. It is an association dedicated to the 
need of basic change in tlie structure of our 
political and economic system. They seek to 
protect the human rights of all people, no 
matter what race or religion they are. Their 
founders wanted to create an alternative, lib-
eral organization to the Bar Association to 
be available to all peo'ple no matter what 
creed or color. 
The National Lawyers Guild fight racial, 
economic and gender discrimination. This is 
important because ideally, the whole idea 
behind having laws is to insure that everyone 
is treated equally and fairly. If not for orga-
nizations like the National Lawyers Guild to 
watch out for peoples' rights, there would be 
more of a chance for our rights to be vio-
lated. 
As law students and future lawyers, it is 
our duty to support organizations that believe 
, in protecting human rights , because that is 
· what law is established to _protect. It is our 
Terrorists seek to change society with the threat 
of violence. To combat this threat society must 
turn to security forces. By integrating physical, 
operational and personal security into everyday 
life, lawyers can be confident they have done ev-
erything they can to avoid terrorism. 
duty to make sure that the rights of all people How to identify and react to a suspicious packa2e 
are being 'protected, and that no one is tak-
ing advantage of them. Many lawyers get Identify 
lured into the money aspect of the . law and -Did you expect to receive a package? 
tend to forget that the real purpose of the - Is the return address missing? Misspelled? 
law is not to find loopholes for their clients . - Is the return addressee some one you don't 
who pay a substantial amount of money for know? 
that service, but to protect your rights as an - Is the return addressee strange? Odd handwrit-
individual and citizen of the United States. ing? 
' If we do not support these organiza- - Is there excessive postage? Is it from a foreign 
tions, they will fade out and die. People wil~ country? 
be more susceptible to abuse and harassment - Is the package an odd size? 
if there is no one out there to enforce their - Does the package smell? Of Almonds or 
Constitutionally protected rights; which is marzipan? 
what our foref~thers meant' by writing that - Is the package leakirig a fluid? 
document. - Is the package stained? 
The main purpose of the law and lawyers . - Does the package stiffen when touched or feel · 
is to protect individuals from others who vio- like metal? 
late the law. Peoples' rights get violated ev- - Are there wires or strings that go inside? 
ery day, especially minorities who can not React 
afford lawyers to protect these rights. The - Do not shake 
National Lawyers Guild offers these people - If not holding, do not touch 
free legal services so they can rise up against - If holding,. place on horizontal firm surface 
the injustices they face and be treated fairly. - If possible place behind a barrier or object that 
· The Guild provides important services, and can absorb an impact 
if any of you have any free time to give, vol- - Notify Police and Security 
unteering for the Guild should be one of your Albert J. Marvelli has a B.S. in Political Science 
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APARTHIED, Continued from Page 7 the British who, Downes alleged, made two re- disarm without a coun~e~ailing request ~at the 
. . . cent proposals that they know the Irish Catholic Protestant Ultra pararruhtary f?~ces ~so _disarm. 
to apartheid m Ireland and a peace settlement 1s community cannot accept and therefore were Adams took an enormous pohttcal nsk m 1994 
based on the tacit recognition, missing in the past, aimed at derailing the peac~ process. when he asked the IRA to commit to a ceasefire, 
that the situation in Northern Ireland is now an · because they were double crossed by the British 
international problem, not an internal problem. "It' . I ,, h d I d . when they held a ceasefire in the 1970s. Despite 
This allows the British, the Irish government in S Simp e, e eC are , the risk, the IRA held to the 1994 ceasefire until 
Dublin, an~ ~e Protestants in Northern Ireland "Ireland is an island. The ea_rlier this year. ~dams c~ ~arcll~ now risk alien7 
more negotiattng room because they can steer the ating any Cathohc constituency m Northern Ire-
peace plan away from purely emotional factors British should get out. We land, whether it be his own political Sinn Fein;the 
like nationalism and religion and shape a settle- • • political NDLP or the paramilitary IRA. McBride 
ment on a wider basis of economics, world opin- want self determination." . noted that the Irish nationalist leader Michael 
ion, common Irish culture, etc. This makes a so- . Collins, the subject of the current movie, was as-
luti?n to a ~fficult probleo_i mon: palatable to the First, the Major government has demanded ~assinated by ~s ow~ IRA faction. _S~ond_, Ma-
vanous factions and constituenc1~s. The frustra- as a precondition, that the IRA unconditionally Jor says that Smn Fem cannot participate m the 
tion expressed by Downes was rum~ mostly at talks until the IRA agrees to yet another ceasefire. 
· Despite official denials, it 
· - ·· - · is now widely accepted, even in 
Hey John, 
I 1 , I signea up for another 
my first year 
oar · 
I 
review course of 
law school down. 
Now 
and put $75.00 
it's time for the New York 
and my friend told me I Bar Exam 





Is it too late 
At Pieper it; is never-I too . lata to 
switch-I 
· Pieper Will. gladlJJ. <credit UP ... 1 to 
$300.00ic · placed on .. another· course 
• C 
and·: :all .vou; have to Y~•.do ,_ is show us 
proof 01 pavment 111 




the jingoistic English tabloid 
press, that the British govern-
ment has been holding secret 
talks with Sinn Fein for years. 
IThe British government seems to 
be looking for a way out of this 
800 year old mess. According to · 
McBride, England's occupation 
of Ireland costs $11 billion a 
year. "It's simple," McBride de-
clared, "Ireland is an island. The 
,British should get out. We want 
self determination." 
The British govern-
ent seems to be 
okingfor a way out 
if this 800 year old 
ess. 
But the solution to ending 
apartheid in Northern Ireland is 
not simple. British Prime Minis-
ter John Major holds power by 
a single vote in Parliament and 
his approval rating in the public 
opinion polls has fallen under 
20% at times in the last year. 
Nine of his Tory votes come 
from Northern Ireland. Major is 
hardly· in a position now to of-
fend his Tory comrades from Ul-
ster. The British will hold par-
liamentary elections in May, so 
most observers say the British 
will do nothing at least till then. 
When the British tried to 
temporarily appease the Catho-
lics this fall by preventing an ex -
tremist Protestant march 
through a Catholic community, 
the Ulster government went on 
strike and shut down the coun-
try. The British backed down. 
:The extremist march went on 
after all. And so did the discrimi-
nation, the violence ano the ha-
tred. 
, l h
,. : . - .. 
.'umm1ng 
by catboy 
she's decked out in a tropical bra and white 
patent leather boots, and she's riding the a-express 
to the bronx. the orange seat cradles her leather-
worn thighs. who is she, that cruel and beautiful 
sleazy subway grrrl? 
paranoia sets in: it follows me and all my 
sisters and brothers. it sticks on our lobotomized 
frontal lobes like glue. it's the friendly hawk on 
our communal shoulder. it's in every drag of your 
cigarette, in the transvestite giving heading the 
back of a parking lot, in the hell's kitchen jumper 
who splats his brains on top of show world, in the 
homeless person sleeping in front of a midtown 
theater or church, in the bent over humans who 
dragging their briefcases downtown in the morn-
ing and back uptown at the end of the day, in the 
escort/massage parlors, in the limos and 
taxis, in the peep shows and topless bars, 
in the defunct hippies and their politi-
cally futile marches, on the times square 
billboards, in the pimp and his "number 
one money" doing business in the back 
alley, in the park avenue penthouses, and 
in the all-night bodegas and gas stations. 
it's not the fear that i succumb 
to when a stranger yells at me, "what the fuck you 
looking at?" 
nope. 
it is the american dream, the skinny 
wommon and the fast car. that's the keen-eyed 
hawk that rests on our respective shoulders. it 
was watching us yesterday, it's watching us to-
day, and it will be watching us tomorrow. the 
choice is ours, people. we can let it watch our 
every move, we can hide from it, or we can go 
down fighting. 
no, i don't need a date. no, i don't need a 
smoke. no, i don't have any change. no, i can't 
hang out. i' ma law school boy, i 'm from the neigh-
borhood, and i'm trying to get back to my apart-
ment. 
and old acquaintance of mine visited me 
tlie other night. she was always a freak, but now 
she's a floating hippie freak with wild eyes. i sit" 
on my vmnit green recliner chain-smoking, and 
she lies on top of my loft. she keeps on saying: "i 
love everything. you are a prince. everything is 
g-d. everything is g-d. i love everything. i'm 
really getting good vibes from you. i want to share 
everything. i don't need anything. i'mjust living 
with love." i don't let her walk back to the sub-
way by hei:self. 
on the hell's kitchen streets o~e night, this 
boy accosts me. , 
"what's up brother?" 
"hey man, you've gotta help me," he pleads 
as he shows me his license, "i' m trying to get back 
to syracuse, and i have n_o money. 
please help me. i promise .i'm good. 
look at me: i'mitalian-irish, i sweari'm 
honest." 
whatever. so .let me get this 
·straight, ifhe was black-hispanic-jewish, 
then he wouldn't be honest? 
a one-legged boy in my neigh-
borhood rides around in a wheelchair 
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harassing cars at the 45th and 9th intersection. one 
night he's sitting pretty in the middle of the inter-
section blocking a cab. the passenger in the cab, a 
real uptown wommon, is trying to convince the 
boy to move out of the way. "excuse me sir, could 
you please move so i can get to the hospital?" 
then her story changes. "excuse me sir, could you 
please move so i can visit my husband in the hos-
pital." so who isn't' on the hustle? 
saturday night starts out kind of lame. 
serena and i go to see the "floyd laser show" at 
the hayden plant:tarium, and i get depressed. the 
corporate irony is too much. after and elongated 
scuffle with a drunk boy, who thinks that he is 
kirk douglas/dracula and is convinced that serena 
and i are germans, i drop serena off on the upper 
east side. on my way to the subway it's 
cold and i need to light my• cigarette. i 
stop into.bachus (no cover) where the frat 
boys wear strictly flannel and denim, and 
the sorority sisters deck themselves out 
in short skirts and trendy shirts. the house 
band is covering bush. rock on boy!! 
on morning the "a" isn't running 
because a naked boy is lying in the middle 
of the tracks up in harlem (i heard it on the radio). 
the "c" is just malfunctioning. i get on the "e" and 
walk right into a wommon and her son engaged in 
a heated discussion. the wommon is berating son 
for "leading natalie on." the son is in love with 
someone named "moe." unfortunately, "moe is 
always falling all over him," and he feels that she 
takes things too seriously. the mother can't re-
late, because "she doesn't love anyone." the dis-
cussion touches on love, life, college, ·true love, 
natalie, moe, serious relationships, and doctor's 
appointments. however, by the time the train pulls 
into chambers street, mother and son have com-
pletely resolved their differences. real-life sitcom 
on the subway is a hell of a lot better than mad 
about you. the subway may be more real than the 
american dream. maybe. just maybe. 
walking home from the subway one 
evening, i stop into a neighborhood tailor to get a 
quote on a pair ofleather pants . sahlem, the owner 
of the joint, is entertaining his "bestah friend" al. i 
' have never met al or sahlem before, but before i 
know it; the three of us are drinking vodka and 
sunny-d and smoking cigarettes. al tells me that 
he loves me, kisses me, hugs me, and speaks about 
honesty. sahlem nods to all of al's rants as he keeps 
· on pouri~g the drinks. i entertain them with sto-
ries, and we all toast to the american dream [sic]. 
four hours·later, i kiss al and sahlem goodbye. al 
promises to take me out to dinner in the near fu-
ture, and he demands that i call him on the phone. 
later· on that same evening, debby comes 
by my place to visit, and i try unsuccess-
fully to feed her spinach. afteri read her 
my favorite children's story, we walk over 
to the sheraton to see my boy mac do his 
lounge act. not only is mac a "lounge 
singer," but he also plays the suave and 
, smooth role to a "t." first mac introduces 
, debby and i to a "wommoil from little 
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rock, arkansas, [who] is about to spend time alone 
with her husband for the first time in two years." 
then at the end of the night, mac tries to hook me 
and debby up. both mac and debby make fun of 
me and claim that i' m blushing. this of course is 
untrue, because nothing embarrasses me. 
one night standing 
,on a downtown subway 
platform, i watch a small 
rat gnawing on a pizza 
crust. an "e" pulls through 
on a parallel track, and _the 
rat stops eating to check 
out the train. then the rat 
returns to its feast. i miss the rat. 
yet again, another celebrity sighting at new 
york law schoolX2: in the past month i ran into 
john, the mother juggs and speed guitarist, in the 
nyls lounge two times. no one knows why john 
has been hanging out at nyls. is he looking for 
material? is he just chilling? word up, john. each 
time i see him, i speak to him for many hours 
about various enterprises. 
thursday night at beth's webster hall gig, i 
get into a fight with the emo-frat boy who's work-
ing the door. 
"look, you get wise with ·me, i won't even 
let you in." 
i smile at him, and he makes me empty my 
pockets. dancing alone and with others inside, 
the music drones out sensible rainbows and sup-
pressed tiger lilies. mr. haskeli dances like a dojo, 
and all the pretty children network. i eat bananas 
and orang~s, and hang out with the bouncer who 
is twice my width but quite amenable nonethe-
less. hipsters unite. follow the slumber parties 
and blue-eyed devils [sic]. they'll take you where 
you need to go in due time sisters and brothers. 
subway streaks 
your chin goes numb 
sweet slicked hair 
i like it when you scr-atch like a cat 
claw. 
and when i get home the following night, 
my apartment is completely cleaned out except 






The New York Law School Reporter 
Scenes From The 
Yankees Parade 
Confetti dropped from windows above made the 
sidewalk look like a winter wonderland 
Church Street was flooded with spectators and Ya n k e e 
faithfuL (This shot was taken from the corner of Duane 
and Church Streets looking North). 
A high school band packs up in front of NYLS after 
marching in the parade. · 
_.5'41}, . "'' ~ 
Professors and students like Bob Paschall, 2L, could both 
be found taking in the energy of the situation. 
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PERSPECTIVES: A LOOK BACK 
By Billie Rand iliz.ation. 
, _ I made my entry into the world near the When I was very young, mother used to give 
end of the year 1911, the last of seven children; me a bath in the kitchen tub for convenience. The 
five of whom were practically of another genera- house was heated by coal furnace and father made 
tion. As far as I remember, to about the age of hot water by means of a water heater in the base-
four, the family was living in a house which my ment. We had no telephone. Without electricity, 
parents purchased just before my $ird birthday. ~ere were g~ jets in every room which had to be 
The house was located at the end of the lit every everung. It took many years before improve-
City line in Brooklyn beyond which there were no ments were made in the house. 
houses and where the boroughs of Brooklyn and Streets were lit by gaslight. A gaslighter 
Queens joined in the would make his rounds every evening to light the 
One of my brothers, who was 
the sole supporter of the f a!fl-
i-ly, contributed fifty cents a 
week to my sister and If or our 
needs through school. 
; 
middle of the next block. 
There were no subways 
beyond the city line, 
merely the elevated line 
and the Long Island 
Railroad which ran 
above-ground. A cross-
ing was located near our1 
home at which point 
there were gates oper-
. ated by a gateman who 
raised and lowered the 
gates at a signal when----------:----------------_J 
the train was approaching from the next station. lamps, even through the parks, making the streets 
Many serious accidents and deaths occurred at that safe to walk at night. It was customary to leave our 
crossing when people tried to cross in a hurry when front doors unlocked and open as well. 
the gates were down. At one time, a fire engine We had a chicken coop in the backyard 
was struck by an oncoming train at a cost oflives. where we gathered the eggs for family use; also for 
Our school was located on the other side hatching chicks. On occasion, father would slaugh-
of the tracks, seven blocks from our home. We ter a chicken for a special holiday. We also grew 
crossed back and forth four ~es a day. Because fruits and vegetables in the yard. We had an apple 
the school had no facilities for lunch, it was nee- tree, a peach tree and berries and grapes from which 
essary for my sister and I to return home for lunch my mother baked pies, cakes and preserves. Also, 
and back to school, by means of that dangerous father made wine from the grapes. 
crossing. Nevertheless, we never were late despite . The horse and wagon were in use in those 
the severe snows of winter, from the first grade times; some people owned small cars called 
through the ninth. "flivvers" which required cranking manually. Toe 
Our house had no electricity or modem ise man made daily deliveries for the ice boxes. Fruit 
plumbing, merely a pull-chain in the bathroom and and vegetable peddlers came almost daily to sell 
a bathtub on legs. In the kitchen, there were two their wares, helping to make shopping easier. Milk 
galvanized tubs in which mother used to watch was sold at the grocery store in large containers; 
_ the clothes by a washboard, and boil some for ster- we brought our own quart milk can to carry home 
the milk. 
My sister closest to my age and I spent 
mush of our childhood in the backyard or play-
ing the usual games with the playmates in the 
street. We had few pleasures or games except 
for checkers, parchessi, cards, skates or jump 
rope. In the evenings, we used to play the victrola, 
which required winding before every record. 
Later, when we acquired a radio, we listened to 
our favorite programs such as 'The Rise of the 
Goldbergs,' 'The Shadow,' and 'The Happiness 
Boys.' 
Mother also took us to the movies every 
Saturday to see an episode of a serial featuring 
our heroines, Pearl White Ruth Roland and Bebe 
Daniels. Also featured was a newsreel and a full-
length movie, all for a cost of about ten cents: 
Through our school years, father was 
working as a painter and later a contractor and 
paper-hanger. At one time he was in the hard-
ware business, and years later he established a 
business on his own as a shoemaker. Gradually, 
his health began to fail until the time came when 
he could no longer work. 
Times were difficult through our high 
school days. One of my brothers, who was the 
sole supporter of the family, contributed fifty 
cents a week to my sister and I for our needs 
through school. After our graduation from high 
school, we were fortunate in finding positions 
and became self-supporting, enabling my brother 
to finally marry and leave home. 
Although the cost of living was low in 
our generation salaries were in proportion to the 
lifestyle. Our needs were less and were were more 
content with what we had. However, there was 
al wars a shortage of money in our home because 
of our father's illness, and all the older children 
had left home years before to raise their own fami-
lies. 
Those days may be referred to as the 
"Good Old Days," but only as they. are compared 
to life in the present. Those of us who lived in 
that time·did not consider them as good, and we 
had some difficult times. We had no alternative 
but to accept our way of life as we lived it. 
Tales From -The Lower East Side 
By Jean Eisenmeyer 
1919-1926 
The lady with the torch in her hand who 
graces Liberty Island has summoned millions of 
people to the "Golden Land." The latter was the 
terminology used by Jews migrating from East-
ern Europe. They were escaping progroms and 
mistreatment that had persisted for many years. 
The humidity had risen to the staggering 
figure of 98 degrees. The ashcans in front of the 
building were overladen with garbage and the 
weekly laundry was hung from one line to an-
other in the backyard. The water pumps were 
opened for children trying to find relief from the 
intense heat, The heat would cause many fami-
lies to block roofs, fire escapes, park b~nches and 
Coney Island beaches- to spend the night sleep-
ing. In wintertime, it was not uncommon to find 
snow piles reaching the first floor on many days 
during the bitter cold winters. 
Pushcarts flooded the gutters selling fruit. 
Often bananas, which had been over ripe would 
be cut into small pieces and sold at a reduced 
price. Boys would be playing stickball or "Jol:µmy 
on a Pony" on the sidewalk while girls would be 
rope-jumping or playing "patsy." From time to 
time, a fiddler would bring folk songs to the back-
~.::~:=~::,::il 
yards of the tenaments. In apprecia-1\• ltl 
tion, pennies were thrown from win-11; · 
dows into the fiddler's hat. f@ 
Some of the buildings wereri 
one hundred years old and more.f fj 
One such building had an outhouse/I 
· in the yard which had a glass roof.if; 
Inadvertently, such roof was brokenl 
by rocks playfully thrown by youngl-
boys. One building had two floors; 
the stairways were wooden and 
creaked as I walked up. When the 
rains came, various vessels wer, 
used to catch the drops because the 
roof needed repair: 
When election time was 
nearing, the representatives of 
Tammany Hall would canvas the · 
neighborhood, knocking on every 
door with promises to meet any re-
quests made. Very often, a stipend was offered to 
have you vote for the Democratic Party. 
The garment industry was in full swing. Fac-
tories were employing busy machine operators mak-
ing lady's dresses and coats. Division street became 
the fashion center. Here, Brenner Bros, Levine K. 
Smith, Fisher Bros:, etc. were in demand for the 
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better garments that were made. Clinton Street 
boasted of excellent millinery by Lallie Rubin and 
others. The unwritten rule was that you bought a 
straw hat for the summer, and a velvet hat for the 
winter. 
This is just a small picture of the ghetto, 
however, the Lower East Side has come a long 
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,. 18 - FROM 'FHE LEFT 
By Jaci Pickens 
When did the word 
"Republican" be-
come so dirty and 
despicable? 
Hmmm ... 
Dwight Eisenhower conspired with the Dulles brothers to overthrow the 
legally-elected government in Guatemala of Jacobo Arbenz because they 
decided that he was a "Communist" and therefore must go? 
Perhaps it was when Richard Nixon authorized funds for disburse-
ment to the Chilean military to stage a coup to prevent the accession to that 
nation's presidency of Salvador Allende. (Nixon also made it clear to the 
CIA that an assassination of Allende would not be unwelcome.) 
_ How about when Ronald Reagan's CIA developed a manual en-
titled "Psychological Operations in Guerrilla Warfare" which counseled tbe 
Contras on such tactics as political assassinations, blackmailing ordinary 
citizens, mob violence, kidnapping, and other forms of t~rrorism. (This 
exposed the administrations denial of the attempt to overthrow the Sandinista 
government as a bald faced lie.) 
Maybe it was when George Bush spumed Saddam Hussein's elev-
enth-hour offer to pull out of Kuwait and prevent the war that killed many 
innocent civilians, but staved off the reductions in military spending that 
would have made his cronies in the military-industrial-intelligence complex 
unhappy. 
Of course it could have been when Bill Clinton, after cataloguing 
FROM THE RIGHT 
The Softening of A1nerica 
When did the word "Repub-
lican" become so dirty and des.-
picable? , 
By David Drossman 
As the educational system in 
our country conti,nues to crumble, 
the minds of Americans are get-
ting weaker. This is evidenced by 
the results of the presidential elec-
tion. Over a decade of propa-
ganda and misinformation have 
taken hold of the electorate, and 
the Democrats' efforts have paid 
off one again. Following the elec-
tion of Ronald Reagan in 1980 
and 1984, Democrats in Congress 
said that voters were "fooled" by 
the Republican smooth-talking 
cowboy. They belittled voters by 
challenging their intelligence, and 
began a campaign of scare tactics 
and lies that have brought them 
back into the White House for a second term. 
A Democratic campaign over the last 16 years to color Republicans 
as evil includes statements like Al Gore's "The Republicans want to kill 
your children." In addition, a biased liberal media overlooks such ridiculous 
statements, causing them to stick in people's minds. Now there are many 
people who intensely dislike Republicans, but don't even know why. 
Somewhere, sometime, they heard that the Republican Congress 
wants to do something that would harm America. "Oh yeah, they want to 
cut education and destroy the environment. They are trying to hurt our 
children and destroy our country." This person heard or read that some-
where, and each time they come into contact with statements like that, the 
word "Republican" seems much more negative. 
The minds of America are getting 
softer, and it is our country and our 
democratic system that will suffer. 
the atrocities of the Haitian government to build support for military inter- Without time or space to go into every issue, I will explain the last 
vention, paid large amounts of money to lease the properties of Haitian statement, which was actually made by a NYLS student. Republicans want 
leaders fleeing the country, chartering two jets to fly them with all their to give more power to the states for efficiency and political accountability. 
furniture to the country of their choice, housing and living expenses paid for . Therefore, pursuant to the 10th Amendment, they want to cut massive fed-
the next year for all family members; all this totalling millions of dollars. eral education bureaucracies and give more block grants to states to fund 
Wait a minute ... did I say Bill Clinton??? Why, Bill Clinton is a education locally. Republicans and Democrats both have children and live in 
Democrat! I thought they were different than Republicans! this country; they want to make better lives for ourselves and the next gen-
Now, let's see, Bill Clinton made the Pentagon budget even fatter eration. The only conflict of ideas is how we get there. 
than the Republicans promised, is leading the assault on civil liberties under Unfortunately, misstatements like Gore's, in which he was speaking 
the cover of fighting terrorism, is retreating from healthcare reform, and has about cuts in federal vaccination programs, have sunk in. Now a generation 
surrendered to the Wall Street call for a balanced budget. The Progressive has grown up brainwashed by the negativity and propaganda, as evidenced 
Magazine reports that no less than 34% of the President's nominees to the by the re-election of.Clinton; how else could this have happ~ned? 
federal bench have been millionaires, as against 24% for Ronald Reagan. No president in history has been careless enough to have gotten 
(Bob Dole himself vote<j for 97% of Clinton's nominees.) Doesrr't appear caught in so many scandals, but a combination of attacks on Republicans 
to be much of a difference to me ... I always thought these were Republican and dumb smiles have bought Clinton a second term. Filegate, Whitewater 
positions. and Travelgate are only three of the illegal activities the Clintons 'have en-
The shrinking of the federal government so beloved by Republicans gaged in. Clinton's incompetent cronies from Arkansas have been placed in 
and sold to the American public as giving power back to the states is pre- executive positions around the globe, and his former business partners are 
·ceding a pace under Bill Clinton. The President and the Republican Con- sitting in jail. The President managed to shut down the government during 
gress are c~ing forward the agenda of their Wall Street constituencies, budget talks and pass it off as another evil Republican act to destroy America. 
i.e., making' the would safe for global capital. He has gone back and forth on issues (i.e. welfare, gays in the military), and 
The distinction without a difference currently offered in American after passing the welfare reform bill, even told liberals he voted for it only to 
politics is being rejected by an electorate that is registering their dissatisfac- get Republican votes; and he was going to change it all after he was re-
tion by staying away from the polls. elected. 
We need a real c_hoice. 1 Americans must re-learn to look at issues impartially and intelli-
(Anyone who would like to learn more about the egregious act of our gently. Unfortunately, the Democrats were right in 1980. The minds of 
Presidents and government should read "Killing Hope" by William Blum-- . America are getting softer, and it is our country and our democratic system 
my inspiration.) that will suffer. 
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Jason D. Krauss . Gila Garber 
Video Picks 
SMOKE 
Starring: Harvey Keitel and William Hurt 
In looking back on the summer, I have to 
say I was quite disappointed with most of the ex-
plosive big budget hollywood movies that were 
released (i.e. twister, The Rock, Independence 
Day). When I end up renting a movie like 'Smoke,' 
I say to myself, "Self, why aren't we ~ntitled to 
more of these thought-provoking, funny, original, 
slice oflife productions?" 
'Smoke' centers on the life of "Auggie" 
(Harvey Keitel), the owner of a Brooklyn cigar 
store, and the various people he encounters and 
befriends in the course of his day. The movie in-
vokes a sense of reality thanks in part to a story 
that gradually introduces you to several compel-
ling characters and then carefully discloses a piece 
of each of their life stories. 
Auggie and a writer (William Hurt) dis-
cuss various topice including: how the writer deals 
with the tragic death of his wife and reasons for 
Auggie's peculiar hobby of taking a snap shot ev-
eryday, at the same time, from the same street 
corner, outside his cigar store. 
. A young boy, in trouble after witnissing a 
crime he wished he hadn't, is taken in by the writer. 
A long lost girlfriend (Stockard Channing) stops 
by to inform Auggie of a son he didn't know he 
had. These are just a few of the characters we 
meet. 
By mid-movie, we really care about 
Auggie. He has a look about him that says, "Hey, 
I've been through some tough times in my life, but 
I've perservered." Keitel as always is excellent, . 
portraying the man that everyone looks to for ad-
vice and guidance. Hurt is equally effective as the 
struggling writer. His brooding performance re-
minds us of his better days when he starred in 
movies such as 'Body Heat,' 'Kiss of the Spider 
Woman' and 'Broadcast News.' 
Channing ('Six Degrees of Separation'), 
and _Forrest Whitaker ('The Crying Game') round 
out the forerunners of this excellent cast. The char-
acters overlapping, intertwining stories are intrigu-
ing. 'Smoke' has the nice quality of keeping the 
audience off balance, unsure as to what's going to 
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CASABLANCA 
Starring: Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman, Paul 
Henreid 
Directed by: Michael Curtiz 
Ever a fan of black and whites, at the very 
top of my 'must-see' list is Casablanca. (I al-
ready hear Jason saying "enough already with this 
movie.") Despite having been relegated to Sun-
day afternoons and 'late-night time slots on the 
tellie, this is a marvelous film. Even those who 
don't like watching old films will notice the magic 
in Casablanca. 
The story brings us to Casablanca, Mo-
rocco during World War II. Many flock to this 
city in the hopes of reaching Lisbon. The place to 
go to pass the time while listening to tinny piano 
music is 'Rick's Cafe Americain,' owned by 
American saloon-keeper Rick (Bogart). 
When we're introduced to Rick, he has a 
been-there-done-that look about him and a chip 
on his shoulder - and he has every reason to be 
in such a bad mood - the love of his life, Ilsa 
(Bergman), ditched him years ago when he was in 
Paris. One day, Ilsa walks into Rick' s Cafe 
Amercain with husband Victor Laslow at her side. 
Victor, a leader of the Nazi Resistance, is in dan-
ger if he stays in Casablanca. As circumstances 
would have it, Rick is the only one who can 
help Victor and Ilsa get out of the city. Rick, who 
still holds a flame for Ilsa, must make some tough 
decisions. Subplots move this film awaY. from 
sappy romance status. 
This is Bogart at his best. He controls the 
scenes, drawing viewers to come close, but never 
close enough to figure him out. Bergman's soft 
looks illuminate the gray scenes, making it easy 
to understand why Bogart's character is so hung 
up on her. Aside from the great acting and film-
ing, this movie has some of the best lines around. 










Keep on learning while there's still time; 
Knowledge and wisdom are qualities sublime; 
Dee within us are qualities galore, 
For us only to know and to explore. 
Learning will develop your self-esteem 
Enabling you to accomplish so much more; 
He who makes no effort will fall, 
Leaving wasted years beyond recall. 
The quest for learning should be your goal, 
For knowledge is better than treasures of gold; 
Learning is the foundation of wisdom 
And understanding oflife to unfold. 
FULFILLMENT 
To find fulfillment at the end of the jour-
ney through life, we all have certain needs in or-
der to accomplish that goal. 
We need to love and be loved, first of all. 
We need a friend or someone for com-
panionship and the joy of well-being. 
· We need soineone to lean on for assis-
tance with our problems. 
We need someone to blame for our mis-
takes, to eliminate our guilt. 
· We need a role model to give us inspira-
tion and guidance. 
We need to belong to a religious culture 
of our ancestors or one of own choosing, for righ-
teous living. 
We need to like ourselves so we can like 
others. 
We need to acquire good health habits so 
that we won't become a burden to ourselves, our 
families, or others . 
We need a goal in pursuit of our aspira-
tions to enrich our lives. · 
We need hope in believing that our dreams 
may come true. 
Bebe Dorsen 
Thanks To All 
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